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Myths and Legends: Lexus LS400
Most legendary cars achieved their status thanks to unique ideas, original design, character (whatever may that
be) or joy they bring to their owners and drivers. So, is it even possible for a pragmatic, coldly efficient and
mostly derivative car to become a legend? When the first Lexus, called LS400, was introduced in 1989, it […]

The GZG
Come learn about the iconic GZG-50 Toyota Century 1GZ-FE V12 and its history and all about it's unique
powertrain from engine to transmission and all in between.

Brake Bleeding
The braking system on your car is vital because it affects vehicle safely and performance. Unfortunately, brake
fluid often gets neglected. The major sign of neglect is a "spongy" feel of the brake pedal, this indicates
moisture in the system.

Lexus LC 500 Lubrication Needs: Standard or Synthetic Oil ...
Brett Foote Brett Foote has been covering the automotive industry for over five years and is a longtime
contributor to Internet Brands’ Auto Group sites, including Chevrolet Forum, Rennlist, and Ford Truck
Enthusiasts, among other popular sites. He has been an automotive enthusiast since the day he came into this
world and rode home from the hospital in a first-gen Mustang, and he's been ...

Lexus LS 400 Questions
I just bought a used 98 LS400. The car has only 31K miles and a clean record. The temperature gauge needle
points to about 2/5 of the whole range which I thought it is normal because it is usually about half way on many
other cars that I have driven. By chance, I read the owner manual for this car ...

Lexus LS400: How to Change the Timing Belt & Water Pump
How to change the timing belt and water pump on 1990-1994 Lexus LS400's.

Used 2001 Lexus LS 430 Pricing
Edmunds has detailed price information for the Used 2001 Lexus LS 430. Save money on Used 2001 Lexus LS
430 models near you. Find detailed gas mileage information, insurance estimates, and more.

Check Engine And Check VSC Light Came On In Lexus IS250
It is an interesting case. I brought the car to the dealer this morning and was told that the code was P0301
Cylinder misfire. They checked it again and it cleared so they told me that if it happened again to bring it back

and that there was a TSB #L-SB-0124-12.

Toyota and Lexus 2GR
Toyota and Lexus 2GR-FE 3.5L V6 coolant/head gasket leak in the valley of the engine

Full Strength Planet Soarer: Toyota Soarer (Lexus SC400)
Toyota Soarer and Lexus SC400 technical stuff including exhaust, intakes, air filters, wheels, tyres, links, cold
air intakes, performance testing, oil analysis, fluid types and fuel filters

